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ABSTRACT
This paper considers the problem of passing from a
linear time-invariant
high order controller designed for a
linear time-invariant plant (of presumably high order) to a
o f the
controller.
The
low order approximation
approximation problem is often best posed as a frequency
approximation problem.
Many different
weighted L,
representations are possible.
giving dtfferent
controller
performance of the various reduction algorithms.
Introduction
Simple linear controllers are normally to be preferred to
complex linear controllers for linear time-invariant plants:
there are fewer things to go w o n g in the hardware or bugs
to fix in the softuare, they are easier to understand, and the
For this reason, there
computational requirements are less.
is a desire to have methods available for
designing low
arder controllers for high arder plants.
Such methods can
direct in which the
broadly be divided into two classes:
parameters defining a low order controller are computed by
same optimization or other procedure; and indirecl, in which
a high order controller is first found, and then a praeedure
used to simplify it.
Examples of direct methods include the w r k of Ly [I]
(see the third case study in [I]) which d r a w on [2], and of
Bernrtein and Hyland 13-51,
It is not our purpose to
discuss this work here.
As for indirect methods, there are a t least two
sophisticated approaches to the design of high order
controllerr. LQG and H", and at least for the former, a
great deal of qualitativelconceptual knowlege exists which is
vital in the avvlicatians of the desien aleorithms.
to vractical
problems.
Less well developed are the procedures for
reducing high order controllers to low order controllers: such
procedures are the subject of this paper.
A somewhat crude approach (that neveRhelw can often
be ruccersful) to controller reduction is modal reduction, see
e.g. [6]. It can be argued that, under certain circumstances,
this is very like balanced truncation.
Yet another approach is to approximate the plant rather
than the controller. Then a low order controller is deigned
using a low order of approximation of the plant, with the
It is
low order controller then used on the correct plant.
argued in [7] that solirfoclory approximation of the plant
So
requires some knowledge in advance of the controller.
the designer is caught in an awkward logical Imp.
More
generally, one can argue that in any design process. it is
wise to postpone approximation, in case the effects of
approximstion propagate in an unhelpful way through the
rubsequcnt steps of the design process.
It is crucial to accept that the p e l e m of controlier
reduction is distinct from the problem of (open-loop) model
reduction, because of the presence of the plant.
Thir is
argued in Section 2, which makes the case that controller

reduction can be regarded as a frequency-weighted
L,
approximation problem. with no simple procedure the best
for defining the weight.
Unfortunately, there are no nice
algorithms available for solving such problems.
There are
however algorithms which can come close. We describe such
Such algorithms often offer less
algorithms in Section 3.
appealing performance when used o n unstable systems - this
motivates a study in Section 4 of controller reduction using
what are termed "fractional reprerentatrons" of the controller.
Section 5 shows how to trade-off stability and performance
considerations in some of the reduction procedures, and
Section 6 contains concluding remarks.
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Controller Reduction and Frequency Weighting
There is a fundamental difference between model
reduction and controller reduction.
Model reduction is, at
least normally, based on open-loop considerations. On the
other hand, any controller reduction procedure, if rationally
based, aught to take into account the existence of the plant.
Controller reduction should after all preserve closed loop
stabilty, and (as far as possible) the closed-loop performance
and clared-Imp transfer function.
Making there arguments more precise turns out to
generate frequency weighted approximation problems, as we
shall now show.
T h e choice of frequency weight is
influenced by the choice of criterion thought most important
in the approximation process, viz. stability, performance (the
term being used in a loose sense), or closed-loop transfer
2.
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2.1
Stabilitv Marein Considerations for Fresuencv
Weiehtine:
Let G(r) be the transfer function matrix of a
given linear time-invariant ,plant (with P inputs and m
outputs), and let K(r) be a stabilizing high order compensator
(obtained by some standard procedure).
Let KJr) be a
reduced order compensator, which we are seeking.
Regard
the closed I m p system with KJs) replacing K(r) as being
equivalent t o that of Figure 2.1.
It can then be concluded
using this redraving [a] (and it is now well known) that if
(i) K(s) and KJr) have the same number of paler i n
Re($> 0 and no poles on the imaginary axirt:
and
(ii) either
II[K(S)-KJ~)]G(~)[I+K(~)G(~)]-'II,
< 1 (2.1)

then K&s) is a
IIA(S)II, means

t

stabilizing compensator.

(The

notation

Thir restriction to no jw-axis poles can be circumvented
by requiring K and K, to have identical jw-axis pales
and residues.

sup
'

max
d

.

h$[~'(jw)~jw)])

l

This suggest a minimization problem: find a KAs)
~ a t i s f ~ i n(i)
g which at the same time minimizes the left side
Thc matrix
o f (2.1) or (2.2). and hnr prcrcribed degree.
ti(l+KG)-1 = (l+GK)-'G acts as a weighling molrix in
this care.

.

Remarkr

+

(2.1) It is easy to see that Z{G(jw)[I+K(jw)G(jw)]-')
is small
when either Z(G(jw)) is small or a(K(jw)) is large and so
often the frequency weighting obtained from the above
stability margin argument will be greatest near the unity gain
Here Z
crossover frequencies of the loop gain G(jw)K(ju).
and g stand for the largest and the smallest singular value of
the matrix, respectively.
This means that it is more
important to have accurate approximation in this band, an
idea familiar from classical control.
(2.2) If a K(s) of nth degree is designed by an LOG optimal
procedure, and we then find the lower order Kdr) which
l~[K(jw)-KAjw)]G(jo)[I+K(jo)G(jo)l-'l,,
(or
minimizes
II[I+GK]-'G(K-K,)II,.
in the other case), there is no
implication that KAs) is in any sense LQG optimal.
Canside;ations
for
Freoueney
2.2
Performance
:
Consider the original closed-loop system in the
presence of proces and measurement noise. .*It) and \It). as
depicted in Figure 2.2.
It is possible to compute the
spectrum
(jo) of the noise procesr of q(t). (We assume
stationarity
the excitation noises and elosed-loop stability,
so that the spectrum exists).
In order that a low order approximation Kdr) to K(s)
be a good approximation, it is important that it be most
accurate in those frequency bands encountered in actual
Thus if q(t) has little spectral
operation on performance.
energy in one band, K(jo) need not be clorcly approximated
there by K&]o). while if the spectral energy in another band
is high, approximation needs to be accurate. Let V(jw) be a
stable, minimum phase spectral factor of @ (jw).
(Thus
VV* = aqq).
Then the approximation pro%?em becomes:
find K,(jo) of nominated degree such that:
(i) K(s) and K,(s) have the same number of poler in
Re(s)>O and no poles on the imaginary axis
K,(s)] V(r)l~, is minimized
(ii) li[K(s)
2.3 Clored-Laoo Transfer Function Considerations for
Freouenc~ Weighting:
The closed-loop transfer function
matrices with K(s), K,(s) are

%

-

Approximately, there holds

and this suggests the following approximation problem: find
K,(jo) of nominated degree so that
(i) K(s) and KJr) have the same number of poles in
Re(+ 0 and no jo-axis poles
i ) I V S [ K - K s ] V ( S I
is
minimized.
where
Y , = ( I + G K ) - ' G . V, = (I+Gl<)-'
Comparing (ii) with (2.2) s h o w tI13t there is reduced
weigltting placed o n frequencies in the high loop-gain rcgion
in this third av~ronch
as comoared with the first a .~.~ r o a c h .
..
2.4 Ful-thel. Issuer:
Other weigh% may be appropriate on occasion.
For
example, if the spectrum of external inputs were h o r n .
that could appear in a weight.
irs will be later seen. other representations of the
controller lead to different frequency weighted problems.
formulated however with the same conceptual basis (e.g.
stability) as above.
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One w u l d have to expect that concentration on
stability could lead to poorly performing controllers.
while concentration on other performance measures could
lead to inrtability,.
The wighlcd approximation problem cannot in general
be easily solved.
Related problems can however be
comparatively easily solved, as described in the sequel.
The approximation problems posed are not fully
appropriate far controllers with unstable or jw
axis-poles.
Consider a controller containing a pure
integrator.
The approximation problem posed demands
that any approximation also contain a pure integrator
This rho= that the
with precisely the same residue.
approximation problem is in some m y unnecessarily
restrictin.
Quite apan from the suitability of the approximation
problcms powd, frequency weighted (or for that matter
u n ~ i g h t e d ) approximation when unstable poles occur in
the object M i g approximated
can cause further
headaches in the actual approximation process.
One
approach is to copy the unstable p a n (under additive
decomposition) of K(s) into K,(r) and then just to
approximate the s a b l e p a n of K(r) with the (lower
order) stable part of KJs).

3.

F~eouencvWeighted Model Reduction Technisuer
There are now at least three important and alro rather
popular state-space
based model reduction techniques,
namely, truncation of the internally balanced realiration
[9.10]. Hankel norm optimal approximation 111-141, and
In
q-covariance equivalent realization (q-cover) [Is-181.
their usual form, they replace one stable high order model
by a second stable low order model that usually is no1 an
optimal L, approximation; further, usually no frequency
weighting is employed. There are available for the first t m
methods bounds on the L
, error of approximation.
Frequency weighted versions of the first trvo methods are alro
available [7.19.20]. but an L
, error bound is available only
for frequency-weighted Hankel norm reduction 1201. There
is not to this point a frequency weighted q-cover
approximation procedure.
Through lack of a better alternative, these reduction
techniques have been or can be used for controller reduction.
In the remainder of this seciton -we shall highlight some
features of these techniques.
It is important to remember
that all these techniques are faute de mieux procedures that
only come close to solving the L, approximation problems
defined in the last section.
Balancine Aooroximation:
Given an nth order.
3.1
linear time-invariant
and asymptotically stable system with
transfer function matrix G(r), a minimal realization of
G(5) = C(s1-A)-'B
is internally balanced if (A.B.C) satisfy
A 1 + L4' + BBs = 0
A'X + v~ + C'C = o
= diag(o, ,a ,..... a,,), 6

(3.1)
(3.2)
) mi+, > 0, i= I . ....n-l
(3.3)
The matrix X is both the controllability and obrervabiiity
gramian. Partition the syrtem (A,B,C) as

r

,.

set A, = A ,
B, = B,. C, = C , .
Then the reduced
order system {A,,B,,C,} is a good approximation of system
{ A C if a r a +
In fact, we have the following two
properties:
i = 1.2, are asymptotically
(i) Subsystems {Aii,Bi.Ci)
stable if a,> o r + , [lo].
(ii) There exiscr a frequency domain error bound for the
balancing approximation [7.14]:

.

~i[C(jwl-A)-'B-Cdjd-A,)-'Brill,

<

X U r + , +...+an)

= 2tr(T,)

(3.5)

It also turns out [I41 that any approximation of
C(jwl-A)-1B
of degree r necessarily has an L, error of at
least o r + ,. Sometimes the actual L, error achieved on the
left of (3.5) can be compared against this generally
unachievabie lower bound.
Enns [7] introduced frequency weighting into the
balancing technique.
Consider an asymptotically stable
as
frequency weighting function Wi(s) = Ei+Cisl-A$-'Bi
an input weighting to the asymptotically stable system G(s) in
Fig.3.1.
The basic idea is to change the controllability
gramian to reflect the introduction of the 'frequency
weighted"
weighting.
Thus we find a "frequency
controllability gramian which equals the observability gramian
In outline. this is done as
and then both are diagonalized.
follows.
Let system matrices of the cascade system be defined as

is the solution of the following Lyapunov equation:

26

+ i j +~

B E =

o

(3.6)

Now. U can be regarded as the frequency weighted
controllability gramian for the original system. Let Y be the
observability gramian, i.e. Y satisfies

Consider a co-ordinate
'-'new=

basis change to (A,B,C) which makes

Ynew
= d i a g { , A ,A

i = 1.2 ,....n - l
(3.8)
There is no change to (Ai.Bi.Ci)
We call lhii new
realization a frequency-weighted balanced realization.
Now, as before, the frequency weighted approximation is
achieved by eliminating rows and columns of A,B,C
corresponding to smallest {A,. A,-,
.....A r + ,}.
A

>

+

3.3 No error bound formula analogous to (3.5) is available.
3.4 We now can apply thir technique to the controller
As we discussed before, we set
reduction problem.
V(r) = G(s)!trK(r)G(~)]-l = Ci($I-Ai)-'Ri
to be the
input frequency weighting 01. the output frequency weighting
for the reduction of conrraller K(r).
3.5 If K(s) is determined by combining a n estimator and
state feedback law, and is stable. then (3.6) generically has
Otherwise, if K(r) is stable, of order n,
order 2n.
generically (3.6) has order 3".
If K(r) has unstable poles.
thew do not contribute to the order of (3.6). as we
approximate only the stable pan of K(s).
3.6 An alternative method of introducing frequency weighting
is suggested ia the work of [I91 on frequency-weighted
Hankel norm- reduction.F i r s no@ that II(K-K,)VII, =
= II(K:K )VII where V(-s) and V-'(-r)
are stable and
VV' = V d (given_ a nonsingular V with no jo-axis poles
and zeros, such a V can alwdys be found). Let [ I + d p o t e
the operation of taking the stable pact.
k t L = [KV]+.
Let L, approximate L (no frequency weighting) and set
Kc = [&V-'1,.
Note that degK = degL, degK, =
= degL,. if K is stable.
3.7 There have been other approaches employing balancing
Jonckheere and Silverman
to achieve conuoller reduction.
1211 suggested balancing of the two Riccati equations in the
M G design procedure, followed by truncation.
But this
scheme does not eliminate any uncontrollable or unobservable
modes in the controller (which can arise in LOG design).
Also, no frequency domain
and so appears unattractive.
error bound is available for it. The same idea war advanced
aLw by Verriest, see [22].
Youssuf and Skelton [23]
propmed ure of an unweighted balancing approximation
directly on the controller if it is stable. This scheme, has a
frequency domain error bound and has no restriction that the
However, as
conuoller be obtained from an LQG design.
.uc have argued for controller reduction, it is better to have
frequency weighting to improve stabilty or some aspect of the
closed loop performance.
If the controller is unstable, a
modification of the scheme Is available [23], but the
underlying rationale for the modification is hard to see. A
variant of the modification nhth more rationale war suggested
by Davis and Skelton [24].
However, the same objection
applies to this variant as applies to Jonckheere and
Silverman's scheme.
Another very
3.2 Hankei Norm Approximation:
important model reduction approach is Hankel norm optimal
approximation. which has been first considered in [ I t ] , then
Glover I141
in 1121 and 1131.
. . Characterized all stable
appr~xfmationsbf a linear time-invariant stable s p t e m G(s)
of McMiilan degree n by GJr) of Macmillan degree r (r<n)
which minimize the "Hankel norm" error I I G ( s ) - G J s ) I I ~ .
Note that an exact solution of an approximation problem is
achieved, but the approximation problem solved is different
from that for which a solution is desired, involving the
Hankel norm rather than L, norm.
There is however a
connection. If GJs) is an optimal Hankel norm approximant
of order r to G(s), then

:-R
3.1 The dual procedure for output frequency weighting is
similar.
In thir case, one uses a frequency weighted
obrervability gramian instead of a frequency weighted
controllability gramian. One can also carry out a tm-sided
weighted balancing aprpovimation by diagonalizing and
equalizing the frequency-weighted controllability gramian, and
the frequency weighted obrervability gramian.
3.2 For input frequency-weighted
or output frequencyweighted balancing approximation, the reduced order system
is generically asymptotically stable.
But a proof of the
stability of the reduced order system is lacking for the t a o
sided frequsncy-weighted balancing reduction procedure.

G - G I

+

+

...

+ on)

(3.9)

while, as eaxlier noted, no rttl order approxlmant can ever
achieve IIG-G,II, < o r + , .
Here the ai are the singular
values appearing in the balancing realization theory, ordered
(They are also known as the Hankel singular
with o i ) 9 + , .
values.) Glover's calculations actually involve manipulation of
a balanced realization of G to get G,, the manipulations
being somewhat more complicated than mere truncation.
Note that (3.9) gives an error bound half that for
balanced truncation, but in (3.9). GJr) is allawed to have
GJm) nonzero. while in (3.5). G&m) must be zero.

Latham and Anderson 1191 proposed a frequencyweighted version of the Hankel norm approximation to find a
stable G,(s) of McMillan degree r, which minimized the
Hankel norm error II[G(S)-GJS)]V(S)II~with V(s) and
V-'(s) completely unstable. (The approach of Remark 3.6
combined with Glover's method was used.)
A formula
bounding II[G(s)-G&s)]V(S)II, has been derived 1201, though
it is not as easy to evaluate the bound as in the unweighted
case.
Reference 1131 reports use of the unweighted pracedure
to simplify controllers.
3.3 a-Cover
Approximation:
The basic idea of
q-covariance equivalent approximations applied to controller
reduction is to approximate a high order controller by a low
order one with two properties (15-181:
(i) The first q Markov parameters of the high and low
order controllers are the same;
(ii) T h e output covariances and their first q derivatives
evaluated at time t = 0 of both high and low order
controllers are equal. (This presupposes noire excitations
to the closed loop.)
In the scalar care, q is the actual dimension of the reduced
order controller.
The mechanics of the reduction procedure
involve the use of Hessenberg form representations.
The
basic idea behind q-cover
approximation is to match
transient behaviaur and steady state behaviour; Ule vansient
behanour is reflected in the Markov coefficients and the
steady state behanour in the covariance data. Of course, to
the extent that frequency weighting cannot be accommodated.
the technique Is deficient; one must assume white noise
excitation of the controllers.
But note that equality of the
first q Markov parameters of two controllers implies
(nontrinally) the corresponding equality for the first
q-Markov parameters of the two a r w ~ i a t e d closed-Imp
systems.
So the failure to use frequency weighting is more of
concern in securing the right steady state behaviour.
Preservation of clored-loop stability is not directly sought or
secured in q-cover approximation.
Examples of reduced
order controller design using q-covers can be found in [la].
3.4 Additional Remarks:
There are important. partly
concealed, limitations of the methods, even frequencyweighted methods, espoused above:
no appraximation is actually optimal from an L, p i n t
of view, although this is what we aant.
the approximation procedures do not cope well with
nonstable controllers. It is nor the case that copying of
the unstable p a n of the high order controller into the
low order controller is likely to be optimal, see e.g.
[ 2 5 ] , and as noted in the last section, one can even
query the
appropriateness
of
the
weighted L,
approximation problem when the high order controller is
unstable.
Some of these isues are addressed in the succeeding section.

.
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Controller Reduction Usine Fractional Representations
In this section, for the most part we shall consider
controllers formed from a combination of a stabilizing
feedback law and an estimator. At one p i n t , we shall even
Thus, for a given linear
suppose an LQG-based design.
and an LQ
time-invariant system G(s) = C(s1,-A)-'B,
index

(This formula applies also if F.L are designed by
nan-optimal
pole-positioning
methods.)
Asume all
conditions are satisfied which ensure A-BF and A-LC have
all eigenvalues in Re(s)< 0.
Define

and

Then it has been proved, see [26.271, that

= Ws)Y-'(s) = ?-'(s)%s)
U s ) = N(s)D-?(s) = D-~(s)%(s)

G(s)

(4.5a)
(4.5b)

and the &rout identity holds:

The transfer func!ion matrices N(s), D(s), G(s), 6(s), X(s),
Y(s). Ws) and Y(s) are all stable.
Hsnce, the Berout
identity (4.5) means that N(r)D-'(s)
( D 1 ( s ) N ( ) ) is a
stable rinht (left) coprime factorization of Klr). At the same
(?-'(s)as))
is a stable right (left) coprime
time, $)Y-?(S)
factorization of G(s).
4.1 Coprime Factorization Reduction Without Fresuency
:
With the controller defined as in (4.2). we can
draw the closed looo as s h o w in Fie.
" 4.1.
-~
Now think of the controller as being defined by on
inferconnecfion rule rogerher wi:h a stable fromfer function
matrix, viz

.

(see Fig.4.2 - the minus sign attached to F is inessential).
This suggests that v.e can approximate

4.

design the optimal feedback gain F which minimizes
( 4 . 1 ) Let L be the Kalman gain for the estimator. Then
the compensator is

we

or, approximate

with the second matrix having order r (r<n). and then
recover a reduced order controller by replicating the
interconnection rule.
Of course. this is equivalent to
approximating the pans of a fractional representation of the
controller 1271, where such representations are over stable
rational uansfer functions.

How we reduce the controller, i.e. balancing truncation.
Hankei norm or q-cover is a separate issue.
Note that
there are no difficulties with instabilities in the object being
approximated, as D(r) and N(s) are guaranteed stable.
If we take
Should we introduce frequency weighting?
the spectral (performance oriented) vierupoint, as opposed to
the stabiiity or closed-loop transfer function v i e v o i n t . the
answer is no. For the process q(t) depicted in Fig.4.1 is the
innovofions process, and as such is white, with covariance
V t - ) the covariance of the measurement noise process
v(t).
T h e only weighting which we should then use is a
conrranr matrix. ~ f .Fortuitously, the redescription of the
controller eliminates the frequency weighting; the idea of
avoiding frequency weighting in this way comes indirectly
of
q-cover
from [IS],
and
it alloas application
approximation without the concern that the need for
frequency weighting is being overlooked.
h s h o w by examples in [ZS], this method of controller
reduction can be very efficacious.
Remark 4.1:
T h e dual approach to the above is to s t a n
with
the
!eft
stable
coprime
~actorizatia? of
K(s) = D- '(s)N(s), then to approximate [D(s)-lp, N(s)] =
= F(s1,- A+LC)- '[B.L] by some low order [ D ,(+Ip,
k , ( s ) ] a?d imelement the reduced order controller as
K,(s) = D;'(s)N,(s).
(The significance of the transfer
function matrix being approximated is evident from Fig.4.34
In this case however, we are unable to justify constant
frequency weighting (at the output now, by duality, see [28.
Remark (C)]).
Ar it turns out, for some examples this
procedure works well and for same it works badly.
The fact that the efficacy of the procedure above and
i u dual cannot always be guaranteed (with primal and dual
often having quite different quality of result in terms of
stability) leads us to focus a n the use of a stability-oriented
method in conjunction with the above style of controller
description. T h e key is to exploit the Bezout identity.
4.3 Coprime Factorization Reduction with Bezout Identity
Induced Freauencv Weighting: Refer again t o Fig. 4.3, and
regard the compensator as a two (vector) input, single
(vector) outpui system with transfer function

Regard the "plant" as defined by

.

Let us seek to
so that Fig.4.3 is equivalent to Fig.4.4.
approximate T(s) by a lower order stable r d r ) . Taking the
stability point of view, we should seek to minimize (see
Section 2)

Defining ?(s) = H ( s ) [ ~ + i l r ) H ( s ) l - ~ , it is easy, using the
Bezout identity, to prove that
V(s)
H(s)[l+T(s)H(s)r'

-

where Y(s).X(s) were as defined in (4.3).
Hence our goal
becomes one of minimizing or finding a procedure that will
approximately minimize

'P

-

ll[D(s)-b,(s)

over stable [D,

Y(s)
i(s)-'N,(s)l [X(s)]~l,

N,] of prescribed degree.

(4.12)

causes ;<A. w
! know from Section
Provided [D,
2.1 that the controller bared on [D, N,] will necessarily be
stabilizing. Obviously though the smaller i, is. the better off
are likely to be.
Remark 4.2: A dual result is available.
We think of the
controller as being defined by

(See Fig.4.2 again). The actual controller transfer function
matrix is N(r)D-'(s). and can be obtained by implementing
R s ) and an interconnection rule. Carrying through reasoning
analogous to -the above leads to the conclusion that we
should use [Y(r) X(s)] as the output frequency weighting.
seeking Dr,Nr such that [D; Nil' has a prescribed degree.
and

is minimum.
We remark that p < l (which guarantees
stability with the reduced order controller) is iself guaranteed
if

In [ZS]. see Lemma 3.2. a more restrictive
guaranteeing closed loop stability was given
approximating controller.

condition
on the

a:
-

4.3 T h e frequency weightingr are all stable, as are the
componens in the fractional representations of the controller.
So there are no problems associated with open-loop
instability (or jw-axis
poles) of K(r).
Moreover, the
methods do not require an underlying LQG assumption (in
order, for example, to guarantee whiteness of some signal),
but only the existence of F , L for which A-BF and A-LC
have all left half plane eigenvalues.
4.4 q-cover
approximation methods have not yet been
extended to cope with weighting, and Hankel norm
approximations require invertible weighs.
Hence without
further development. we necessarily use balanced truncation.
T h e dimension of the key Lyapunov equation is 2nx2n;
however, simple algebraic transformations readily break this
down, so that only one n m equation has to be solved in
obtaining the frequency-weighted
controllability gramian.
Compare this with the usual frequency-weighted
balanced
truncation rocedure where the dimension is 3nx3n (for an
arbitrary ntR order controller) and 2nx2n (for an nth order
controller obtained from feedback law and estimator).
Example 1 : We use the example in (281 to compare the
effecu of different controller reduction procedures including
Bezout identity type of frequency weighting. T h e plant to be
controlled is a four-disk system, represented as a linear.
time-invariant,
single input and single output, unstable.
non-minimum
phase plant of eighth order.
It war studied
T h e plant G(s)=C(sI-A)-'B
with transfer
by Enns 171.
function described in [28] has minimal realization:
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0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0 0

0.0

0.0

0.0
1.0

0.0 0.0
0 0 0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0 0 . 0

-1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

B

-

6.4432~10-~

-

0.0

c-

0.0

2.3196~10-~
(4.16)

7.1252x10-'

0.0

1.0002

0.0

0.10455

.

.O.O.

0.99551

.

(In [281 thir is incorrectly termed an observable canonical
form realization.)
The weightings for an LOG design a r e
given by Q = q , H H, R = l , with H=[0.0.0,0,0.55.11.1.32.18~.
q , = 10-6 and the filter covariance matrices are W=q,BB..
V= l where q, is a design parameter.
The following table extends Table 2 of [28]. It depicts
the closed-loop stability of the system with reduced order
controllen of different orders obtained by different reduction
methods, starting with different LQG derigm. These designs
are obtained by adjusting the. input noise intensity.
For a
minimum phase plant, choosing q , large would correspond to
loop transfer recovery based designs.
The unweighted and
weighted right coprime factorization design referred to in the
table correspond to the schemes set out in [28] and Section
4.1 (unweighted), and described in Remark 4.2 (weighted).
In terms of ensuring closed-loop stability with the
reduced order controller, the right coprime factorization
frequency-weighted method is the best.
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4.4 Conrime Factorization Reduction With More General
In many control system design problems.
sometimes a single LOG designed controller is not enough.
For instance, one may need an extra integral control loop to
zero the steady state error, or a shaping filter at input or
even output to achieve some @erformance objective.
(See
Fig.4.5 for an illustration that cncompaaer simultaneously
several possibilities.)
Controller reduction may be required
with the constraint that shaping filters or integral feedback
loops are maintained.
We now seek to explain haw thir
may easily be achieved, using the preceding ideas.
Let us consider a special case in detail.
SF ,(s)= DF+CF(SI-AF)-'BF.
Assume Fl(r)=O. SF,(s)=J.
G(r)= C(r1-A)- 'B, and u s ) = F(s1-A+.LC)-'[B.L]
as the
LQG controller, Then the closed-loop system is equivalent
to that of Figure 4.4 with

-:

"8.

It is very interesting to note that now the frequency
Were we to ue the
weighting has order n + f .
non-factorization procedure of Enns' frequency weighting.
the order of weighting would be of the order of 2n+f in
this case; worse. the shaping filter Structure is lost.
Note here that generally spealting if the filter SF,(s) is
not a constant. WE- do not readily obtain a dual formulation
of the same problem.
4.5 Other Aporoaeher: We wish to record an approach
currently under development by colleagues [29], see Fig.4.6.
Given a stabilizing controller transfer function matrix K(s), it
is possible to embed this in a 2x2 block matrix

F..t.rlz.t,sn

,ilcru,

Ri$hC c o p r i m e F.C,.rl..Lion

sometimes of the same degree as K, with the property that
all stabilizing cantrollen are given by the set

~-

T*OI.F.Clasrd

h o p IUbllllY 01 ihc Rtd~ccd-Order C o l r o l l r n l f = s u b L . L'lunlublcJ

K(r) + L(s)Q(s)[l-N(s)Q(s)l-'M(s)
(4.22)
where Q ranges over all stable transfer functions. Controller
reduction is achieved by reducing Ka(s) as apposed to K(r)
and then adding a constant Q chosen to optimize stability or
performance.
The rationale for the above approach is to reduee the
or
controller
while
maintaining
robustness
properties,
equivalently lhe ability to tolerate arbitrary stable Q(s) as in
(4.221.
. .
The approach
is readily
extended
to
maintain
performance in the reduction process by augmenting K,(s)
with additional outputs, the ~ r i a n c eof which represents Ule
performance of the controller.

5.

Controller Reduction With Consideration
of the Closed L a o ~Performance
It is obvious that the purpose of controller reduction is
not only to maintain closed loop stabiiity but also to maintain
In
as much as possible the closed loop performance.
previous reetianr, we have concentrated on the stability
problem and it is evident that the Bewut identity type of
frequency weighting in controller reduction handles this isrue
well. Now. we shift to the performance problem.
We recall the LQG design procedure described in
Section 4.
For the given linear time-invariant
system
G(s) = C(s1,-A)-'B
and the LO index

one can design the feedback gain F whiich minimizes (5.1) by
If not all states are
full state feedback law u=-Fx.
measurable or there is process noire and measurement noise,
one has to design an estimator to obtain the-estimate of the
states i to form the feedback law as u= -Fx .
Let Q = H'H.
The index (5.1) then suggests that we
should be concerned about getting a good approximation of
Continuing this heuristic
Hx, or the next best thing. Hi.
argument, this suggests that we add an extra output ,y, to
the controller, see Fig.5.1, and reflect this into our statemedt
of the approximation problem.
Thus we might seek to approximate

L], as in the right
rather than just F(si,-A+LC)-'[B
coprime factorization methods. T o develop the idea further,
note that the performance index focuses our attention on
u = -Fi.
or more accurately Rku = - R ~ F ? .
This
suggests that it might be worthwhile to replace F by R ~ F
(the negative sign is inessential).
Recall that without the
presence of H we are "stability-based"
in our thinking,
whereas introduction of H allow performance-based thinking.
By introducing a scalar parameter +O, we can adjust our
relative weighting of the two. This leads us then to focus
on

as the object to be reduced.

Write the reduced order object

as

Then
the
reduced
order
controller
is defined
by
F ( 1 - A , ) B
L,].
Both the unweighted left coprime
factorization scheme, see Remark 4.1 128, Remark C] and
the frequency-weighted scheme, see Section 4.2, can be used
for reduction. with the latter lo be preferred, addressing as it
doer the stability problem directly.
Note also that the scaling R * and u play a very
important role in improving the closed ioop performance.
Though ~k is fixed, it is very important to use it as a
scaling for multi-input systems.
A properly chosen or can
make much difference in performance; in many cases, if we
choose large u. we can (not unexpectedly) run into instability
problems. Note also that since H has rn ram. we can in
a
diagonal
scaling
matrix
principle
use
A = diag{a,.a,,
am) instead of the scalar a in reduction.
E x a m ~ i e2: Now we use an example to illustrate how the
artificial output involvement in reduction can effect the closed
ioop performances in the coprime factorization reduction
scheme, with or without frequency weighting.

....

The system and LQG controller design set up are the
same as for Example 1. The index is
J

- r(x,Qx+u,
Ru)dr

(x,H,q ,Hx+u ')dr

where q, and H are defined as in Example 1 and R= I . in
the first ease, with the design parameter q,= l 0, we reduce
the 8th order controller to a 7th order one without use of
frequency-weighting,
via the left coprime factorizat~on
scheme. Ar illustrated in Fig.5.2 if we do not involve the
artificial output in the reduction (i.e.m=O), the ciosed loop
performance as indicated by the step response is a very poor
approximation.
But if we use a= 9 in balancing
[F. aH.].(sIn-A+LC)-'[B
L], then reducing the controller.
the closed loop performance improves dramatically. The gain
margins for lht three ease3 are 14.38db (full order). -3.55db
and 14.26db (-0)
and 14.65db (-9).
The phase margins
are (b degrees) 48.86 (full order), 22.34 (n=O) and 47.9
( ~ 9 ) . So there is apparently little damage to robustness in
In the second case, with the design parameter
using - 9 .
q,=lM)
and with -0,
the unweighted left coprime
factorization balancing reduction scheme yielded a stabilizing
6th order controller (with lower order controllers not
If we use the Berout identity type frequency
stabilizing).
weighting for reduction (frequency-weighted balancing), still
with - 0 ,
we obtain all stabilizing controllers from 3rd to
7th order (another indication of the effectiveness of the
Bezout identity type of frequency weighting in preserving
stability).
Then we introduce the artificial output to the
reduction scheme.
A properly chosen scaling factor u can
make significant difference in the ciosed loop performance, as
is illustrated in Fig.5.3. where we reduced the controller to
balancing).
5th order with nc 35 (via frequency-weighted
and
The gain margins are 16.95 (full order). 17.76 (FO)
-15.92 and 14.45 (-35).
The phase margins are 53.21,
12.53 and 41.06. Again. there is little damage to robustness.
We have also used this reduction scheme on a
complicated example, the pitch control system of an F - I l l
airplane.
The plant is a multi-input and multi-output
system with 23rd order LQG controller. 5th order filter and
integral control loop, and the controller is reduced to fourth
order.
Performance appears very similar to that obtained
faurtl! order controlicr obtained via
with a prc-existing
modal reduction.
The results for this example will be
reported elsewhere.
6.

Conclusions
Throughout thir paper. we have exhibited many choices
facing those seeking to reduce the order of a controller. A
number can be listed as followr:
Frequency-weighted/unweighted approximation
Choice of weight bared on stability, spectrum or
clored-loop transfer functions
Reduction mcthod bared on balanced truncation. Hankel
norm or q-cover
Conventional representation or fractional representations
Exclusion/inclusion of augmented output to improve
performance
We h a w also thrown up a number of questions or open
problems, for example:
frequency-weighted q-cover reduction
nonquare frequency-weighted Hankel norm reduction
prewrvation of stability in balanced truncation with input
and output -weighting
reduction of unstable system
advance prediction that a particular reduction method
will out-perform another
In connection with thir last point, let us note that
examples and some partially dcvcloped theory suggest that

..
.
..

..
.
..

left fractional controller representations are to be preferred to
right representationr if the filter has been designed using loop
recovery ideas, and right representations preferred to left
representations if the LO law has been designed using loop
recovery ideas.,
Moreover,
in using the preferred
renrerentatian
there k l l often be litle difference between the
- r -effect of frequency-weighted
or unweighted reduction.
H~therto unexplored is the use of multiplicative rather that
additive conkolier reduction. see [30] for resuils on
(unweighted) model reduction.
Last, we remark that we have raid very little on the
issue of scaling. Proper scaling of inputs and outputs can
cause great variations in the efficacy of a reduction
procedure.
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